1. An ideal sense line. discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
T 11 1HE SENSE signal of magnetic thin film memory film site. Ignoring the reflections higher than the second sustains various losses in the course of travel order, we express in the Laplace transform (for the sake along the sense lines. These losses are: attenua-of convenience) the waveform of sense signal seen by tion of magnitude, distortion in phase, reflections the preamplifier as follows [1] caused by interconnection of sense lines; and deteriora-V,(P) tion of waveform due to the cross coupling of word V(P) = (1 + ri)[e-yd -r2e(2D-d)]
() lines. By studying the propagation function of the sense lines, the attenuation and distortion can be calcu-where r1 and r2 are the reflection coefficients at the two lated within the operating ranges of memory. The mul-ends, 'y is the propagation function, and V. is the outtiple reflections and deterioration can be expressed as a put signal of magnetic film. temporal sequence of traveling waves. Adding all the The conventional design matches the line at the sensabove effects together we may, as a guide to design, ing end and shorts it to the ground at the other end. predict the waveform of sense signals at any point The above equation can be simplified as along the line.
VIM
By using traveling waves, the analysis yields a gen-
(2) eral solution suitable for both low and high speed appli-2 cations. A straight strip-line in TEM mode is adopted The time separation of the two components within the for illustrative purposes, and the sense signal under brackets means the flattening of the composite waveconsideration is measured from the sense wire to the form. The separation is maximum for the signal comground plane. ing from the site nearest to the preamplifier, and mini-II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM mum for the one from the farthermost site.
During the "Read" time, the magnetization of the For simplicity, the output of the magnetic film will For an ideal line, the propagation funcuton 3y is Let us start with an ideal case in which the line has PVLC which means a time delay. By substituting (3) no discontinuities and no crossing of other lines. The for V8(P) in (2), we then have the whole picture of a two halves of the sense signal arrive at the preamplifier sense signal seen by the preamplifier, as shown in Fig. with a time separation depending on the location of the 3. However, the sense signal under study is in the sub--~~~~~~~~~m illivolts range. We have to take into consideration all The quality of a transmission line depends entirely The ?7 is plotted in terms of b(7 in Fig. 4 . on the propagation function y which is defined as folNext, we come to an actual system, such as one lows:
shown in Fig. 5 . The conductors in the middle layer are y= (R + PL)(G + PC), (4) the sense lines. The current goes down the center conductor, and on the return trip it divides equally between R, L, G, C being, respectively, the resistance, induc-two ground planes. With small off-center conductor distance, leakage, and capacitance per unit length of the placements, the electric field pattern is confined as line. We extract one segment of the sense line matrix and redraw it in Fig. 6 . Based on the discussion in the pre-R < PL.
ceding paragraph, we should treat this segment as a union of two lines in parallel, each carrying one-half of So it is permissible to expand (4) in the following the current. The total high-frequency resistance of the fashion sense line can be arrived at in the following way tion function and the last one is the distortion [8] .
The distortion function is complex and frequency-
dependent. The whole expression is 2 2 = Rde + H.
A,8= -4/'-[Rdcl nl + Rdc272I.
B. Attenuation and Distortit'on It is difficult to achieve an analytic solution. HowWith all the parameters known, let us go back to ever, with a graph shown in Fig. 4 , one can evaluate it study the propagation function, which can now be ex-at a known frequency, and treat it as a constant at that pressed as frequency. Therefore, we can rewrite (2) as follows For the sense signal, reflections will cut down the gram to be peak and impair the waveform generally. To evaluate T1T2. the effect, we shall look at the two sense lines of two substrates joined together by another short piece, as If there are m interconnecting joints, then the total shown typically in Fig. 8 . Let the impedance of sense transmission is line be Zo and that of the joint, Z,'. The resistance of (TT)m the solder joint r, is in the order of micro-ohms. We can lump r8 with the impedance Z,' of the short joining This product of T, and T2reduces the sense signal and piece, and the corrected value Z, is [1i] should be kept close to unity. A graph has been prepared -in Fig. 10 with the value of T1T2 plotted against the R21 + -+ jELi ratio of impedance-mismatching (| Z1-Z0l /zo). It is / __ __ _-apparent that the degradation of the signal intensifies 'V G1 + jctCi as the number of interconnections goes up.
The transmission coefficients are linear. They can be For all practical purposes, we can assume that the inserted into (13), and we obtain the final expression lines are connected together as shown in Fig. 9 . Let the for the sense signal waveform complete with all the detransmission coefficient from grading effects discussed above. P2(p + a)n a r(n, oo) Although the sense signal will merge with the crosstalk, the feeding-through "Read" current and other
